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Meningitis strikes
Eastern student
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Assoc. photo editor

Can’t touch this
Eastern senior running back Chris Hicks (left) eludes the grasp of Stephen F. Austin’s
Justin Jeffus during Saturday’s 34-29 first-round I-AA playoff loss to the Lumberjacks in
Nacagdoches, Texas. For more Panther football coverage, see page 12.

Senior Eastern student Jennifer
Saunders, 21, remains hospitalized in
serious condition after coming down with
meningococcal meningitis last Saturday.
Saunders, a member of Alpha Sigma Tau
Sorority, complained of a headache
Thursday night and was sick all day Friday,
according to her best friend and roommate
Heidi Lunt.
Lunt, a senior elementary education
major, said Saunders stayed with her on
Friday, then went home on Saturday
afternoon. Saunders was admitted Saturday
night into the intensive care unit at
BroMenn Regional Medical Center in
Bloomington.
Dr. Richard Larson, University Health
Service medical director, said Saunders has
improved since she was diagnosed with
meningitis.
“I assume things are going OK for her
because her disease is not as serious as it
could be,” Larson said.

The type of meningitis she is infected
is not as serious as the
blood infection meningococcemia caused by
meningitis – which
killed former Eastern
student Lou Rainaldi
in March of 1994.
While Saunders’
Jennifer Saunders
condition has been
upgraded, Bromen Medical Center nursing
supervisor Renee Mckinley said Saunders
is still being watched closely.
“She was moved into the post intensive
care unit on Saturday,” Mckinley said.
“(But) since she is still in a critical care
area, we are keeping her listed in serious
condition.”
Some of Saunders’s sorority sisters were
treated with the medication Rifampin, a
drug used to prevent meningitis.
Vice President of Student Affairs Lou
Hencken said students in her classes were
See MENINGITIS page 2

Disease spread by direct contact, medicine available
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Meningitis, an illness that has
killed two Eastern students in the
past two years, has left senior
psychology major Jennifer
Saunders in serious condition at
BroMenn Regional Medical
Center in Bloomington.
But the type of meningitis
Saunders has, meningococcal, is
not as dangerous as the type that

killed sophomore Peter Giese in
1992 and Lou Rainaldi in 1994,
but is serious enough to keep her
in the hospital for at least the
next two weeks, according to
Eastern’s Health Service Medical
Director Richard Larson.
Larson said the organism that
causes meningitis is present in
many people but usually remains
dormant and is not highly contagious. Larson added the disease
can only be transmitted by direct

contact with nose or throat secretions. It cannot be transmitted by
casual contact.
According to the Illinois
Department of Public Health, the
disease is spread by coughing,
sneezing, kissing, sharing eating
utensils or drinking glasses with
someone who is carrying the
bacteria in their saliva and nasal
fluids.
Symptoms of the disease
include a fever over 101 degrees,

severe headaches, back pain,
muscle aches and sensitivity to
light in the eyes.
While the medication Riframpin can be taken to prevent
the disease, Larson said that it is
a difficult disease to prevent.
Riframpin has several side
effects including diarrhea, stomach cramps, discoloration of
urine, stool, saliva, sweat and
tears.
Students taking the medicine

should not consume alcohol or
use certain medications within a
six-hour period of ingestion.
Riframpin can also inhibit or
prevent the effect of birth-control
pills.
In Saunders’ case, the disease
causes an inflammation of the
membranes covering the brain
and spinal cord and is spread to
the brain through the bloodstream from the respiratory
system.

Basketball coach gives players a
home-cooked Thanksgiving feast
By KEITH O. WEATHERSPOON
and TRAVIS SPENCER
Staff writers

Photo courtesy of Rick Samuels
Members of Eastern’s men’s basketball team gathered at head coach
Rick Samuels’ house Thursday for Thanksgiving dinner.

Coach Rick Samuels is serious
when he says Eastern’s men’s
basketball team should be family.
Samuels invited the entire
team along with assistant coaches
and the trainer to his home last
Thursday to share Thanksgiving
dinner.
About 25 people gathered
around tables in Samuels’ home
to eat more than 40 pounds of
turkey and all the trimmings that
come along with the dinner.
The players stayed in Charleston over the break because
they had to practice and travel to
Tulsa, Okla. for their season
opener Saturday night against
Oral Roberts University – which
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they won 68-57.
Jan Samuels, coach Samuels’
wife, said she was more than
willing to prepare the meal for
the team.
“I enjoy doing it,” Jan said.
“I’m looking forward to having
the ‘family’ over.”
Rick Samuels said his family
had been preparing for the dinner
since the Sunday before Thanksgiving when they set up dinner
tables and re-arranged furniture
to allow for more space.
“We want it to be a family
environment so we want every-

one to eat in the same area and be
able to talk to one another,” he
said last week.
Jan Samuels said she prepared
for the meal three days before
Thanksgiving.
“I’ve been making bread,
cinnamon rolls and pumpkin
bread since Tuesday,” she said.
She prepared 20 pounds of
potatoes, two 20-pound turkeys,
a ham and lots of salad for the
dinner. She also made several
cherry and pumpkin pies for
dessert.
Gathering the team on Thanksgiving helps the players form a
closer relationship, Samuels said.
“The team is like a family
environment where they care and
look out for each other,” he said.
See SAMUELS page 2
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The. monkey was belna cared
for by Nancy Ounnina. wlto 11\cs
aboul a mUe 1011thas1 of Char
l1'5IOD. where.she rehab1l1101u
anunals. Oanmont >aid.
Ab<>ut 4: IS p.m. Sunday.
Ounnina was clcan.1na the mon·
key's cage •n ~ garage wben be
knocked open the door and
.chmbed on top of the c..e. She
lricd U> hue lllm b..:lt In. bill the
monkey jumped up and shoc~d
hlmsc.lf on some wires near the
celling. Oarimont said. The monkey scampcted out of the garage
and Ocd wc11bound Into the
woods toward CharlulOll, appar·
cotly injured. he said.
•
Police .searcbcd unsuccessfully
whh nashligbrs in the woods
Sunday nigh1.
"We k.now he hcaclcd well into
lhc woods. but we don't know
where he wcnl from there:·
0

A l·foo1-1all moatey wilh
-very sharp* 2-inch·loog teeth
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•• weeldy ccUm CICMlmll
ll&iOus Cll1¥U and oonmnc,-.
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esc~pcdSul)day~lemOOl\from

,.'1131 ,.ill become 1 Mdly (ea.
Clue ID The Daily ~m /1""1
&Thm S-. l> designed 10
coYtt C81l1p11S llld communil)I

his wmcd from yclJol<. IO red.
••I( \he IUrnS bild the prophoey •~ fulfilled:' l.mrwd $illd.
Sa wllcn l.mrwd ltllOUtlCCd
last "'-.ck lh:at his ~·s
name will chlMlgc IO W $c\'allh

~ lhal dol°1 always
11\:lkt headlines in n.., Hn.'1

Gc11c11acJ01• ii wan call for all
mccs U> come IOgClhcr •

Fot org:inumioru Iha! at.: eclebnlb!lll 1111onm•d'Slll)',111111\ing a
nl<mllct of the moolh or holding
1111cx~n;iry c•cnt. <l'Tloen
So"" CW1 be lhc \'01« 10 campu,'
ir you k.-. or any.caMj)U' or
conunun1J) new,\ raaktn. concar.."t
Karen Wolden by mall. phone or
1n pcnon 01lhc oc"sroom m lhc
~""nt of lhc Mastin Lulhcr
KtnJl Jr Unl\c"il)' Umon, 58 l-

2811lphonclor581·2923 (f:lx).
• RE.BIRTH OF A LEGEHO
The binh uf a whi11: bufl'llo JIM
)t:it 1n Janemll<. W~<o:•• S«tru w
be lhc he@lnntng ol lhc tnd of lhc
Uoc.. J"l'l'l'h<q•
h all.O nw1cs the <!Alt of a """
o;unc for lhc Orpnlzallon fOt'

Tnldidonal ltldJu UftW11)~

A«on!Jng co a <honcned "erS>Onoflhc piuphtc). • "urtWl.

belll'\"Cd to be • >pl'lt. .,.,.. lun:d
II) • L>l.oo bun1tt1<1 hi> \lib~
Alli:f ""'~" •"S th::nl. ofrrnni'
from 1hc Lal.Olll peorlc. -ho:

"~ I.cpl llunlung II was

JU.\l for lnd13l\)." ho said "('The
pilJphecy) s)'l1"lbc!ll= all lhc col·
ori.comlng ~agllll\."
The (llOUp's ntXI meeting i$ 7
p.m. Wednesday mlhc Africnn

Ila prom1-c 10 ~;i, ~un~cr m
· cliCm'bc•.hc~ rncoav.hi1e
bu!Talo. acainbn~ ro Tom
Lc:M:anL fwndtrc(lhc nev.I}
IWlled 5"'ftlth Gtnmttlon
Afcc lhe bulblo chan~'Cd from
"hlli: IO """" IO red ell.block. ii

d~ •'OW1ng to n:cum 1n
the ~ @<'""muon.
The bufl'alo'> shJdc\ \lWl\J for
lhc ookM'. or lllC medicu., v.hco:I
Rtd n:ix-nl' lndwn,, v.h111:
n:Jl"'Sl'n~' Eurcpcun,, black n:p.-iii.- Afnc""5 <lltd yellow"'!>'
rc;mt< ASlnrL>. U:oiwd snHl

''Thi> is now lhc ~:Jr·
Miort" he added.

Alia lllC wh11c bufralo
<.
ils father dies. h will lhcn dl:ln~
the fo11r colors and lhc 1•oill>ccy
will come full cn:le. And. m cut·
rcni 11:~ unicy among the raca
will cxiSl. Lcon:u\I S<lid.
Smee lhc bufl'alo was bom 1n
Janc>\1)1c. llS falhcrdlcd and ii
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The unt1lll?d-male Rhesus
Macoquo mooter weighs about
18 pouncfs. and Sgt. Steve
Danmont of the Coles County
Sheriff's Oep:anmcn1 fOlll'$. it may
become eggressiv.. Residents :are
cautioned 10 scay away from ~
mOft..key and simply rcpon any
sighting.' 10 thc police.
" This lhlng is a male: he 118$ 2·
inch-long canine 1ee1h. 1111d he's
very ttll"°S.."ive.'' Darimon.1 said.

"If upprooched he would look 10
light his way out."

•'OOl~ ""'1 bnw.~

Fund. from P.0.\.,..£.Jl.'i ~
<lilt v.111 go lCl'l''ml S<'llding ?""I>

mcmbcf' 10~ ,.omrn\ confct·
e~ fe.11Unllll "'ell·..,_TI :wd!or
ond ftm1nt\l Clorili Stdoem.

.. ::..
""'riS .._... • 16'.)at"""""

anufwlllino4~l-;
""""Ull\cs and ilifoicllll:"for ~
h(e and pn><hot« bMIO. will be
the l.q ·noli: <peUcr Mooda> lll
Sc. Johns l,ulbmln Chun:b
and School in lhc Manoon
The """nl &S spon!On:d by
Colts County Lulhtl"llD.'I ~
Uft. an orpmmuon that~

mace; "qual1cy of hfe." Mild
W4ync H1k:h<n. publki1ychair·
m•n or the O<gB11i111clon
"Our purpose i' to help people
sec lhc v:tlue or hfe," he said. "In
1 very silcnl ~Y we're going 10
sllOW why to value life."
P\lllcn Will speak ut 7 p.m.
M~y lll SL JOhn's. 200
Ch:u'IC$1on A\-c, Mauoon
Oonauons ofSIO for adults and
$$ for wclcnts Will be accepttd.
Ouu.,r Will be from 6 to 6:40
p m To l'C!Cn'C a i.c&L call Freda
0vutJan 112).1..9332.
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for the *dangerous* animal at
Jn$S

Amcn('an Cuhur'a.I Cttnter.
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ils owner's runl Charres con
home. and police were searching

.. NO OjlotNAAY BAKE SALE
S1uJ<nl' nnd r"'ully cun
munc:h oo much more lh:.n lb«
Kmp1c en:~ 1111> wee~
l\'ople OO'tri~ \\'omen's
Equality and Rljlhb "S[lOO-'«·
mg u bokt "11< (rum l> :t.m. 10 2
p.m. Wcdnc,"11) and Thurscia) in
the ""'Ill tncJ l'f Cok:m:in Hall
The sale ,.,u fc;uur< fn:.h fruit.
bOlgd.s. trJJI mI\ ..nd chorola It
~.<. il> "ell a.• lhc lr.ldtUONl
NM: ~r fa•'Ol'lli:>, indudmi

Pl'!l~.Cbcol;µf11 \..111.'IJF''ll'na-•• t.lRO;f~~~-..;
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DangerDus ~onkey escapes
owner, runs loose in county·
By SAM ltlclC.EE
SWTtditor
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MENINGITIS

Coles County Sbenfrs police
have uanquillur daru on band.
he Aid
*We •re aoiDB IO try U> dan u if
we can. but if DO(. ,.e'll ha\-c lO
desuoy it." Datimoot safd.
Oanmon1 is coocaoed for the

safety of residents. especially
children.
"Whea a JinJe kJd WU pla)'in&
thc onoakey saw tiim and
lost h.- he said. "(The niontey)
would have goae alkr him if be

neamy.

wasn't in I.be cage.oan:IDon1 Slld he's conccmcd
about cbildscn getting 10 school
saltly.
"The re will be some ldds
standing out b,Y the bus and
they'll say 'look lhcte's a mon·
key,' ond they Ny approach it."
Oarimonl S8id. "We really don't
WMI 10 lllkc the dionc:e."
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frompaR'OM _ _ _
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no1 con13c1ed by 1he univcrslsy because officials
l>thrve 11 1> not necessary as 1.hc way ii is con·
lr.ICltd.

He said mcn1ogococcal meningitis is only con·
lfOCled 1hrough direct concact
In 1hc past live years four «ses hav< !>ten
reponcd and '"O >tudcnlS have died from the di'·
case W\ik student reactions are c!iffcren1 each
urne a case comes up. Henclt:ct1 said ii is always
difficuh for students to handle somctlung 1en<Ka
hkc lhll'.

"Ifs :il"'"'YS difficuh 10 take this v.-cll. especial·
ly "'hen someone's friend gets ski<.'' he said
Saunden • friend$ were shocked 10 bc:1r 1&ou1

'•btl'tff1't:s!J1IO:t !. •• ii ,;1Lhf, ,,'.J.,11' .. •: 1'.1• ( .... ,,
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SAMUELS

Oarimoalwd

ye:1rs now. We

ru~hed

Ille sororil)' iogcther in our

sophom()re year and we are bolh on the e.xccutivc

board of Alpha Sigma Tau:· Lune said. ~she is
very in1elligcnt, ou1going and is very involved
wllh the sororily.Leucu from President David Jams and
Hencken were senl out 10 mctnbcB or the Alpha
Sigma Tau Soronty about the difeuc and a mecl·
1ng was held laic night 11 th< sorority bo11$e.
Hencken and Lar5on infoomed niemben abou1 the
d1suie and answered any questions the sororil)'
members h3d aboul 1L
"We had this meeting beca111e a 101 or people
were liDC!i~g out about this by ,.'ORI or mouths and
we W11nttd· to dispel ~n~ "'!"!"'S about IM dis·
oaK... Hc~ken said.

•· -... ......

/Nmpugeu11r - - - -

"I w;mt Chem 10 feel as a p:ut of my f1mily when for the youn~r ones when they can't go home for
the holidays.they t1tC in my honl<:'
•
Samuels said his thn:c dliughctn also eruoy lhc
The recent Thanksgiving breaks have been
1eam coming o•·er )0 spend lime w11h the fan11ly 1ncrc.uln&Jy longcr.,.$0 many of dw: players go borne
c•en thou_g)i lhey htlpcd with most of Ille clcon.up 10 lhcir filmillcs
sftcl'\WJ'lls.
"We used to have Ille players over all thc llmc.If 1hc learn isn'1 spending Thanksgiving at lhe Jan uid. "But this Is our first time in about eight
roach's hou<e. lhcn Samuels' cx1endcd family usual· yun.ly comes 10 visit lor lllc holiday. he said.
Even !hough ii Is difficuh (or the IClllll not ID go
"Thanksgiving 1s a good oppoJlllnily lo spend home. lhc parcncs u.ndcl'5tand thc imporwu pncticc
tim<' With the family and rcOcc1.-tjll 1he blcsslnp sdH:dulc during the brulr:. Samutls said.
given:·
"Moms are dlsappoi\lt~. )>u;,..~~F. ~ly
·•we arc• Christian frunily and we give thanks to had U¥sc ktnds-'!r, ~.,..;~ ~basGod for cYCl')'lhing he has done." he said.
1ctlba!L* lie said. "B11k•1ball is of1tt1 played during
We uid ihc leam Is also 1h1nkful 1b11 the thc holidays.Swnucls' opened their hou5C up for Ille holiday.
He said llte team alJO u1ldcmands the lmponancc
Howe•"Ct. i1 is not easy for some or the players 10 of pncticc bcf<KC I.be .season opcnc.r. Tht: pncticc
scay ai school while their fllfllilY is cclcbrallna the schedule dunng the Tbaoksgivina break W1IS l 0 Lm.
holiday.
IO noon and 4-6 p.m. Mooday lllrough Weclnesc!ay.
~we are a failly young cum.- the coach nid
And on Thanbgivlna Day Ibey practiccd in the
"Eight players on lllc IClm arc fruhman. h is bardct momlna ISld lillal wclabU In thecvming.
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State legislators to visit Eastern,
hear student education concerns
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Ten to fifteen state legislators
will be visiting Eastern today to
hear students’ concerns about
higher education.
A hearing with the legislators
will take place from 1 to 3 p.m.
in the 1895 Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
“The hearing is to focus on
concerns with higher education
including funding, policy access

3
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and cost,” said Jill Nilsen, special
assistant to Eastern President
David Jorns.
“Anyone who wants to come
in and provide testimony is
encouraged to do so,” Nilsen
said. “They plan to conduct similar hearings on all public universities’ campuses.”
Nilsen said information collected in the hearings will be
brought back to Springfield for
further consideration by the committees.
Nilsen also said there may be

an opportunity for legislators to
answer students’ questions, but
the forum is primarily intended to
hear students’ concerns.
Nilsen said the legislators
serve on either the House Higher
Education Committee or House
Higher Education Appropriation
Committee.
Among the legislators at the
forum will be Higher Education
Committee Chairman David
Wirsing, R-DeKalb; and Higher
Education
Appropriation
Committee Chairman Mike
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University officials initiate search
to fill new administrative position W E D E L I V E R

Cultural board wants student ‘voice’
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor
Representatives from student organizations have
been asked to join the Multi-Cultural Affairs Board
to help increase the minority voice on campus.
Amy Jensen, a co-chair of the new board, said
the board was established last year to increase
minority voice in the Student Government and
education about minority issues on campus.
“(The board would) have representatives from
all minority student organizations ... so they will
have a voice within Student Government,” Jensen
said.
Representatives of the board are from organizations such as the Black Student Union; MultiCultural Student Union; Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Allies Union; and the Latin American Student
Organization.

Jensen said if the campus minority organizations
come together, they would be able to have a
stronger voice.
Lisa Garrison, vice president for student affairs,
said she believes the board is an important tool for
organizations to be able to voice their opinion
when they normally may not be able to.
“If legislation comes up on something like
tuition, they would be able to give their opinion,”
Garrison said. She added the board would “bring
together all cultural organizations.”
Jensen said the board would also be able to educate the campus on minority issues by working
with University Board and Apportionment Board
to help allocate money toward minority speakers
and entertainers.
“Hopefully this will help increase our diversity
on campus by having more minorities interested in
coming to Eastern,” Jensen said.
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The Faculty Senate will hear
from Thomas Gladsky, dean of the
Graduate School, about a number
of issues surrounding the graduate
program on Tuesday.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. in
the BOG Room in Booth Library.
Gladsky is expected to discuss
and answer questions regarding
graduate student and faculty travel,
graduate assistantships and their
funding allocations, the international programs administered from
Gladsky’s office and the possibility

of bringing those international programs under a single office, said
Gary Foster, senate vice chairman.
Other items on Tuesday’s agenda include:
■ Discussion of possible continuance of the Council of Faculty, a
council that has existed through the
Board of Governors, Foster said.
Despite the elimination of the
BOG on Jan. 1 when Eastern’s
new Board of Trustees will take
governance over the university,
officials at Northeastern Illinois
University has expressed an interest in keeping the Council of
Faculty in operation, Foster said.

“The Council of Faculty discusses issues of common concern
among universities associated with
the BOG,” said senate member
John Allison.
Foster said the Council of
Faculty has representatives from
each of the BOG schools, but it
would be more self-governed if it
continues after the BOG is eliminated.
“Dialogue between universities
can do nothing but good as far as
I’m concerned,” Allison said.
■ Ken Hadwigger will discuss
the issue of utilizing air services at
the Coles County Airport.
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Graduate program topic of discussion
at Tuesday Faculty Senate meeting
By BETSY COLE
Administration editor
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The search is underway to fill a newly formed
executive position that would replace most of the
duties of the former vice president for Institutional
Advancement position.
The search committee, chaired by Vice President
for Student Affairs Lou Hencken, has received
more than 25 applications for the position of executive director of development. The application deadline is Nov. 27.
The responsibilities of the new director will
include planning, organizing, directing and administrating university fund raising programs. Those
duties comprised most of the responsibilities of the
former vice president position which will not be
filled.
The remaining responsibilities of commencement, print shop, alumni association and other
duties of the vice president for Institutional
Advancement will be divided up among other
areas, Hencken said.
The qualifications for the director position
include a minimum of a master’s degree and at least
five years of progressively responsible experience
in development, he said.
With an executive director of development established to handle only fund raising duties, the needs

of fund raising will not be diluted by other duties,
President David Jorns Jorns said.
“This person can focus entirely on fund raising,
which includes long-term gifts,” Jorns said.
Jorns said the purpose of restructuring the position is to have a larger capital campaign.
Hencken said the 15-member search committee
plans to screen applicants after Christmas.
“If all works well, we hope to bring the candidates to campus for interviews during January and
the first of February,” he said.
Another advantage of the position restructuring is
to enhance the equivalence of the vice presidents,
Hencken said.
The size of the budget and the number of people
reporting to the vice president of Institutional
Advancement is differed to the vice presidents of
Academic Affairs, Business Affairs and Student
Affairs, Hencken said.
Vice presidents of Academic Affairs, Student
Affairs and Business Affairs have a budget of about
$35 million and a staff of 600 employees, while
Institutional Advancement had a budget of only a
few thousand dollars and eight to 10 employees,
Hencken said.
The executive director of development will
report directly to the Jorns but will not be a member
of the President’s Council as was the vice president
for Institutional Advancement.
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By BETSY COLE
Administration editor
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Senate attention span
lacking during public
discussion period
Student Senate members Nov. 15 displayed
a telling lack of professionalism and caring in
their duties as student representatives.
More than 50 students attended the meeting
Wednesday night to express their concerns
about the resolution being voted on to place
Student Publications’ funding under the control of the Apportionment Board. About 15
students – representing various student publications on campus, the AB and the new senate
– stood up to voice their disagreement with the
resolution.
Students noted the unconstitutionality of a
government–controlled press, expressed concern that Student Publications’ funds will be
cut if the Student Government doesn’t like a
publications’ content
and stated their fear of
losing a student-fee sustained publication altogether, such as Minority
Today, because of the possible elimination or
reduction of the $3.65 in student activity fees
currently given to Student Publications.
But many of the senate members weren’t
listening to their constituents when they voted
14-6 in favor of the resolution.
Senate member Rick Tucker sent students
the loudest message they weren’t being taken
seriously when he left the meeting in the middle and returned later with a bag of candy to
pass out to the senate.
Some members stared at the ceiling as students were speaking, one member filed her
nails, and some members left in the middle of
the meeting never to return.
The senate members did not treat the audience as a group of concerned students – the
same students they are elected to represent.
Instead, the students concerns went in one collective ear and out the other.
Wednesday’s vote was an important one. If
the resolution is signed and enacted, it will
have a substantial impact on every student
involved in the campus’ Student Publications
as well as every student who reads its publications.
Students attended the meeting to educate the
senate on the unconstitutionality of the resolution and the detrimental impact it will have if
enacted.
But the senate just wasn’t listening.

One exception to a philosopher’s opiate
“Religion is the opiate of the
masses,” my professor mouthed
the words of Karl Marx.
The European philosopher
reduced all religion to a drug for
the disenfranchised, a crutch for
the feeble minded and a placebo
for the sick.
But in the pages of a book SAM MCKEE
titled “The Hiding Place,” we Regular columnist
find Marx’s position both confirmed and blasted as Hitler’s
regime eclipsed the light of freedom in Haarlem, Holland.
Jewish voices rose above the attic roof in celebration of
Hanukkah and filled the dreary streets that were taken captive by the Nazis. A graying Dutch watchmaker named
Casper ten Boom and his two middle-aged daughters made
their Christian home a safehaven for Jews. Enchanted by a
newly fallen snow, the devout Jews and Christians sang
melancholy Hebrew hymns that were ominously prophetic
of the fate that would grasp hold of the Christian hosts.
The family would have been safe to recline in their
church, prosper in their business and entertain the pleasant
and pacifying belief that heaven would be much better than
Europe in the 1940s. Instead their faith caused them to
open their doors to danger and uncertainty.
Their involvement began when a man brought a Jewish
baby to their doorstep. The ten Boom’s frightened pastor
told them helping Jews was just too dangerous. For him,
religion seemed to be a comfort and a paycheck.
The ten Boom’s clockwork shop became part of the antiNazi underground, housing up to seven Jews at a time. The
family constructed a special hiding place with bricks and
drywall, and made an alarm system to prepare for a raid by
the Gestapo, the most highly feared Nazis.
Some months later, a conspicuous man showed up, and
Corrie ten Boom agreed to help him. Hours later, the
Gestapo burst through the doors of their humble shop. The
Jews scampered into their hiding place and Corrie helped
an elderly woman into the secret room before sealing the
entrance.
Moments later, the Nazis broke into her room and
pushed her up against the wall. They threatened her and
interrogated her about the location of the Jews. When she
refused to speak, they slapped her face. “I tasted blood in
my mouth. My head spun, my ears rang – I was losing con-

sciousness,” she wrote in her
book.
After tearing through several
“The philosopher walls, the Nazis failed to find the
reduced all reli- hiding place. As the ten Booms
gion to a drug for were processed through various
of imprisonment, the Jews
the disenfran- forms
escaped with the help of other
chised.”
underground members.
Casper ten Boom died a few
months later in the hallway of an
overcrowded hospital, shortly
after growing ill in prison.
After spending time in solitary confinement, the two sisters were reunited and jammed into trains with other
women like cattle and transported to Ravensbruck concentration camp.
There, they were whipped and abused. They worked long
hours in frigid temperatures, slept briefly in beds of musty
hay, and fed sparingly on watery soup. They lived with the
sick and the hopeless in this hell on earth.
One of the guards smuggled them a Bible, but she told
them their Bible would be a ticket to the gas chambers if it
was discovered. Still, they continued their devotions with
other women in the camp.
Betsie ten Boom’s dying words to her sister were: “We
must go everywhere. We must tell people that no pit is so
deep that (God) is not deeper still. They will believe us
because we were here.”
Two weeks after her sister died, Corrie was released. A
week later, all the women her age were killed in the gas
chambers.
When Corrie and other prisoners returned to
Ravensbruck a decade later to honor the 96,000 women
who died there, the camp’s records revealed that she had
been released through a clerical “error.”
In 1946, Corrie opened a rehabilitation center at a former
concentration camp to help war victims. She later traveled
to 61 countries, sharing the message of faith her sister told
her to share. Her book, “The Hiding Place,” was published
by Bantam Books and has sold more than 2 million copies.
I only wish Mr. Marx could have read it.
Perhaps then, he would have been able to distinguish
between a crutch and a conviction.
–Sam McKee is features editor and a regular columnist for
The Daily Eastern News

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Men of ill judgment oft ignore the
good that lies within their hands, till
they have lost it.
– Sophocles

Guest column unjustly
blames racial tension
on black organizations
Dear editor:
This letter is written in retaliation to
Ryan Coder’s Nov. 1 column “Separate
but equal with a twist.” How dare you
accuse minorities of being the direct
cause of racial tension here at Eastern?
How dare you make the implications
that black men aren’t good enough to
join a white fraternity and black women
aren’t good enough to win an open
pageant? My African-American brothers
and sisters have pride, dignity, intelligence and great self-esteem within themselves to do anything. I’m not going to
let you or anyone else put my people
down. By stating that blacks feel they
aren’t good enough implies that whiterun events and organizations are all that

your turn
and them some and black-sponsored
events and organizations aren’t worth a
damn.
Black organizations were founded to
bring unity, scholarship and community
service to ourselves and others around
us. Miss Black EIU is about sisterhood,
unity, excellence, intelligence culture
and leadership. Overall, these are the
qualities that define the Black Student
Union and the Black Greek Council.
You fail to realize that minorities have
not been accepted or acknowledged 100
percent fairly. Therefore, we have the
right to complain and demand to be
treated justly. Furthermore, you implied
that blacks are separatists – if that were
the case, separate but equal would still
be in effect today. Minorities are out to
have a voice and be accepted or

acknowledged as people.
I advise you to go our to minority student organizations and events and learn
something so your views will change.
To continue to think as you do will get
your neck wrung by me or someone crazier than me. For now, case closed.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
letters to the editor concerning local,
state, national or international issues.
Letters should be less than 350 words.
For the letter to be printed, the name of
the author, the author’s address and telephone number must be included. If necessary, letters will be edited according to
length and space at the discretion of the
editorial page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three authors,
only the names of the first three will be
printed.
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Charleston weather hits November high
Temperatures
almost break
68-year-old
record

Open grants
topic of forum
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

By MELANIE McCLAIN
City editor
The area witnessed an
unusually warm November day
Sunday when afternoon temperatures reached an all-month
high, and nearly broke a 68year-old record for that day,
according to a local weather
observer.
Sunday’s
temperatures
reached a high of 67 degrees,
only three degrees from breaking the high temperature record
for that day which was 70
degrees in 1927, said Dalias
Price, a weather watcher in
Charleston.
Price said the last time the
Charleston-Mattoon area saw
temperatures around the 60degree mark this year was on
TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo editor
Oct. 26, exactly one month ago Erin Hennessy (left), a sophomore elementary education major, and her father Roger Hennessy move sevSunday.
eral pieces of Erin’s luggage to Lincoln Hall Sunday afternoon. Pleasant weather made the move easy for
“This month has not had students, as temperatures reached the upper 60s.
very many truly warm days,”
he said. “Of course we have drop, settling in the lower 30s
Price said Sunday’s temperaPrice said November’s temhad some cold mornings – it by Thursday or Friday, Price tures were high because of the peratures have been on a
was 13 degrees above zero said.
return of a warm air flow origi- weather roller coaster of cold
Friday morning.”
Despite the pleasant temper- nating out of south, primarily and warm days off and on
Although Charleston’s all- atures, the area may see some the Gulf of Mexico.
throughout the month.
time high temperature for precipitation in the form of rain
“There were some clouds
“We’ve had ups and downs
today’s date was 70 degrees in on Thursday.
today that prevented the tem- in November,” Price added. “It
1990, temperatures only are
“I don’t see any snow in the peratures from going higher or can’t decide whether it wants to
expected to remain in the 50s picture, but things can change,” else we would have broke the be a late summer month or
throughout the day and then he said.
record,” he said.
early winter month.”

A workshop will be held
Tuesday to alert faculty members
about available grants in the area
of humanities.
Workshops will be held at 9
a.m. and 1 p.m. Tuesday at the
Tarble Arts Center.
Dennis Kolinski, a program
officer at the Illinois Humanities
Council, will discuss some of the
various programs offered by the
Illinois Humanities Council, said
Bud May, director of the Office
of Grants and Research.
May said Kolinski will also
talk about current and future programs from the Illinois
Humanities Council.
“I suspect he’ll talk about their
full portfolio of grants,” May
said. “He’ll talk about at least
two or three different programs.”
Faculty members will also be
able schedule individual meetings
with Kolinski by calling the
office of grants and research at
581-2125.
May said currently Eastern
faculty are involved in about a
half-dozen grant programs a year.
“I think there’ll be grants that
our faculty can apply for,” May
said. “There’ll probably be two
or three programs and a couple of
faculty that may apply for that.”
May said Kolinski will only
deal with grants in the humanities
area, adding that faculty will
have to compete with other interested faculty around the state.
Mike Watts, director of Tarble,
said the Illinois Humanities
Council offers two types of
grants.

SCROOGE

Give
a run for his
money purchase your tickets early for
Performances
are at 7pm
Nov. 30, Dec.
1-9 and at 2pm
Dec. 3 on the
mainstage.
Make your
holiday plans
Early! Buy
ickets for your
friends and
family. Terrific
Group rates
available for 15
of more. Call
581-3110 for
tickets info and
reservation

UNIVERSITY THEATRE’STickets on Sale at
the UNIVERSITY
THEATRE ticket
office in the
DICKENS’ Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
Open:
Mon.-Fri.
1pm-5pm
Beginning
Nov. 27
$8 Adults
$6 Seniors,
Faculty/staff
$3.50 Children
and EIU Students

A
Christmas
CaroL
CHARLES
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Human Performance Laboratory BR Spring Break ‘96
Go LOCO in ACAPULCO!!
receiving funds for new facility
BIANCHI

Eastern’s Adult Fitness program has funded a
new facility for the Human Performance
Laboratory that will be used to measure health
and fitness related parameters, according to
Thomas Woodall, director of the H.P.L.
A free tour and demonstrations of the H.P.L.,
located in the northeast lower level of the Lantz
building, will be held from 4 to 5:15 p.m. Friday.
The demonstrations will include people on
treadmills, tests measuring oxygen consumption,
people exercising during an electrocardiogram
(EKG) test and body fat tests.
Woodall said the H.P.L. will be used for testing
the fitness of individuals, teaching research, and
community service.
“It already has attracted people,” Woodall said.
“It’s not a new program, it’s just a new facility.”
A sizable amount of money has been raised to
help get the entire H.P.L. program more modern
and better equipped.
More than $100,000 has been raised in one year
to expand, remodel and equip the H.P.L., to provide new teaching, services, and research opportunities for Eastern students and community residents.
The money for the celebration has been raised
by solicitation, telephone calls, letters and personal contact, Woodall said.
There will also be a three-minute ceremony at

4:30 p.m. Friday dedicating the Stanley R.
Huffman Education Center, Huffman is a local
physician and long time volunteer medical adviser
to Eastern’s Adult Fitness Program. The center,
partially funded by the Eastern Adult Fitness program, is located next to the H.P.L. in Lantz
Gymnasium.
The new center will be a place for classes to
meet, Woodall said. The classroom will have new
slide projectors, charts, displays, a television and
VCR.
“We have current and very efficient visual aids
that will help us to teach there,” Woodall said.
A special buffet dinner will be held at 5:30 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King,
Jr. University Union where Judy Fraser, a meteorologist for WCIA-TV Channel 3 in Champaign,
will be the guest speaker.
“She’s a very strong advocate for exercise,”
Woodall said. “She encourages it almost daily on
her weather report.”
The demonstrations, tour, ceremony and dinner
are open to the public, Woodall said.
Those wishing to attend the dinner must pay in
advance. The money is due by Nov. 29, and the
tickets are $9.75 each.
Checks can be made payable to the EIU adult
fitness program, and tickets can be picked up in
Room 156 of the Lantz Building.
Those who would like more information
regarding the H.P.L. can call 581-3510 or stop by
Room 156 of the Lantz Building.

U.S. officials refuse to open Bosnia
Dayton Treaty to revision demands
WASHINGTON (AP) – The
Dayton treaty on Bosnia is final,
senior American officials said
Sunday in rejecting demands from
Bosnian Serbs that provisions relating to the future of Sarajevo be
changed.
“We are not going to renegotiate
this agreement,” Defense Secretary
William Perry said of the pact
worked out last week in Dayton,
Ohio, with the presidents of Bosnia,
Serbia and Croatia.
Perry, chief U.S. negotiator
Richard C. Holbrooke and National
Security Adviser Anthony Lake
appeared on Sunday news programs as a prelude to President
Clinton’s Monday night speech in

which he hopes to win public and
congressional support for his
Bosnia policy.
Congressional Republicans have
led the opposition to Clinton’s plans
to contribute 20,000 U.S. ground
forces to a 60,000-member NATO
peacekeeping force. But two key
Republicans on the Senate Armed
Services Committee suggested that
the traditional tendency of
Congress to follow the president’s
lead on major foreign policy issues
might again prevail.
Congress hasn’t defied a president on military matters since it cut
off funding for the bombing in
Cambodia in 1974, Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., said on CBS’

“Face the Nation.” “I think the
president can make the case.”
Thousands of Bosnian Serbs in the
capital of Sarajevo have protested
the peace accord, which cedes control of their sector of the city to the
Muslim-Croat federation. Bosnian
Serb President Radovan Karadzic
said Sunday that “a new solution
for Sarajevo must be found” and
that in the meantime, Serbs would
not withdraw their troops.
Perry, also appearing on CBS,
said such protests were expected,
but stressed that the terms of the
treaty are final and that “we fully
expect that there will be compliance” from the Serbs as well as the
other parties.

Bianchi-ROSSI TOURS

By THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writer
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Rabin assassin suspected of getting
religious sanction from two rabbis
Suspicion against the rabbis
reflects the tension between Israel’s
secular majority and the extreme
nationalist religious groups, which
peaked in Rabin’s Nov. 4
assassination after a Tel Aviv peace
rally.
Amir and the other suspects
under arrest for alleged involvement in the killing are religious
Jews who oppose the government’s
peace efforts with the Palestinians.
Rabbi Yehuda Amital, a moderate religious leader who was
appointed by Rabin’s successor,
Shimon Peres, to the Cabinet last
week to make amends with religious Israelis, told army radio that
rabbis who had advocated violence
against Rabin should be prosecut-

with
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EasternNews

TM

Fast Free
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ed.
“If they carried out incitement
and encouragement of rebellion,
they must be brought to justice, no
doubt,” Amital said of the two rabbis under interrogation.
Amital, who heads a Jewish
seminary in the West Bank, said he
taught one of the rabbis, Shmuel
Dvir from the Karmei Tsur settlement, and remembered him as
markedly extremist in his views.
Dvir and another rabbi, identified
by Israel Radio as David Kav,
arrived at police headquarters in
Petah Tikva near Tel Aviv after
being summoned.
Kav taught at the Kerem seminary in the Israeli town of Yavneh,
where Amir also studied several
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JERUSALEM (AP) – Police
interrogated two rabbis suspected
of giving an assassin religious
sanction to kill Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin as a threat to the
Israeli people, police sources said
Sunday.
The rabbis allegedly reassured
confessed gunman Yigal Amir that
he would be justified in killing
Rabin as a “rodef” – or persecutor
– on the grounds that Rabin’s
peacemaking with Palestinians put
Israeli lives in danger, said the
police sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Under Jewish religious law, a
“rodef” may be killed to prevent
him from causing the deaths of his
victims.
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Holocaust survivors kept in Israeli psychiatric hospitals
JERUSALEM (AP) – Israeli authorities
may have needlessly kept hundreds of
Holocaust survivors in psychiatric hospitals for nearly half a century, health officials admitted Sunday.
Dr. Motti Mark, head of the Health
Ministry’s mental health department, said
900 people – nearly a fifth of Israel’s institutionalized mental patients – were
Holocaust survivors.
Most arrived without families in the late
1940s and were hospitalized immediately

for depression and a variety of other trauma-related illnesses. With more sophisticated treatment, Mark admitted, some
might have been able to begin normal
lives.
“It definitely did not have to be like
this,” he said. “These people came to Israel
alone and got help, but when the treatment
ended there was nobody outside to receive
and support them ... We, Israeli society, did
not become their families.”
A report on Israel’s Channel 2 television

on Saturday alleged systematic, decadeslong negligence in dealing with the trauma
of some immigrants who had survived
Nazi Germany’s slaughter of millions of
Jews.
Mark attributed the neglect to a longstanding failure to confront mental heath
issues despite Israel’s emphasis on studying the history and lessons of the
Holocaust.
Dr. Henry Schorr, head of the outpatient
clinic in the Abarbanel mental hospital

Air strike pounds Afghan capital
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) – Rebel jets
bombed the Afghan capital Sunday, killing 35
people and wounding 140 others, a government
spokesman and witnesses said. At least 20 of the
injured were children.
The air raids, among the worst to hit Kabul in
three years of civil war, destroyed several houses
and other buildings in the city’s western suburb of
Wazir Akbar Khan.
The government blamed the Islamic Taliban
militia, and accused Pakistan of aiding them.
“There is evidence that the Pakistan air force
provided support for the Taliban’s Russian-built
planes,” a Defense Ministry statement said.
President Burhanuddin Rabbani has repeatedly
accused Pakistan of arming and fighting alongside Taliban guerrillas, who have captured more
than a third of Afghanistan since joining the
fighting late last year. Pakistan denies the charge.
The rebels, many of whom are former religious
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students, want to impose strict Islamic rule
throughout Afghanistan.
Kabul government officials said in four separate air strikes Sunday Taliban pilots dropped a
series of anti-personnel bombs, which fall by
parachute and explode above the ground and scatter shrapnel.
The weapon is considered highly effective, but
indiscriminately brutal, hitting anything and anyone in its path.
“Not only the Afghan state, but any human
around the globe will condemn this brutal attack,”
said Defense Ministry spokesman Abdullah, who
like many Afghans uses only one name.
Two regular bombs also rocked the city, a
spokesman for the Defense Ministry told The
Associated Press.
The Taliban has a number of fighter jets, but it
is unclear how they were obtained or where the
rebel pilots were trained.

near Tel Aviv, said many patients’ official
files did not even mention that they were
Holocaust survivors.
Schorr said there was “a conspiracy of
silence” among health authorities that kept
the issue out of public scrutiny.
In the TV report, workers at the hospitals said that in many cases the hospitalizations appeared unnecessary.
“I have the impression that people were
hospitalized for long periods of time without any specific treatment or check of their

Model’s ‘accidental’ death
questioned by authorities
LOS ANGELES (AP) –
Investigators who unearthed the
body of a model from a
makeshift mountain grave said
Sunday they doubted a photographer’s story that he killed her
by accident.
An autopsy was being conducted to determine how 27year-old Linda Sobek died, Los
Angeles County coroner ’s
spokesman Larry Reiche said.
Photographer
Charles
Rathbun told investigators he
accidentally struck Sobek with a
Lexus sport utility truck while
showing her how to drive it in a

series of spins for a photo session. He said he panicked and
buried her.
“We are very skeptical that
(he) is telling the truth at this
point,” said Sheriff’s Capt. Dan
Burt. He declined to elaborate.
Sobek’s body, clad in shorts
and a top, was exhumed
Saturday from a shallow grave
near a rocky ravine in the
Angeles National Forest, 25
miles north of the city.
Small amounts of blood as
well as hair similar to Sobek’s
were recovered from the vehicle, authorities said Saturday.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Sublessors

For Rent

Announcements

TOO BUSY TO to type? We’ll
type your paper, in APA format if
desired. Reasonable standard
and express rates. Pick up and
delivery included. Pinnacle
Business Services (217) 8953917
______________________11/30

***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***Find
out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with AMERICA’S #1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY! Sell only 15 trips and travel free! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95BREAK!
______________________11/27
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS. Need
registered Illinois teaching certificate in any area. Able to work on
an as-needed basis. Three days
paid training. Approximately 12
students with behavior disorders
in classroom, working with teacher assistant. Contact Judith
Hagen, Principal. Treatment and
Learning Center, 112 N. 22nd St.,
Mattoon IL 61938. Phone (217)
235-0051 Ext. 226.
______________________11/27
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
______________________11/30
HELP WANTED STUDENTS: Will
you be home Christmas Break?
Is home in S. or W. Suburbs? If
yes-work w/us RGIS. Taking
Inventory in Retail EST. Work as
much as you want while on break
and even after. $6.50 per/hr no
experience necessary. Paid training. Call now to schedule interview during Dec. 708-434-0396
E.O.E.
______________________11/27

2 FEMALE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED Spring with the option
to
resign.
Own
room,
washer/dryer,
$160/month.
Furnished house one block east
of campus. Call Shelly 345-4096
_______________________12/1
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
Spring Semester. Close to campus, own apartment. For more
information, call Kelly 345-2363
______________________12/11
NEED MALE ROOMMATE to
share a 2 bedroom furnished
apartment at McArthur Manor.
Telephone 345-2231.
_______________________12/8
F. SUBLESSOR NEEDED for apt.
close to campus. Own room. Free
trash, parking & heat. New furniture & carpet. 345-6000
_______________________12/1
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED, Spring Semester. Want an
incredible apt. with your own
huge room? Must see! Call
Janice 345-2161
______________________11/27
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: FURNISHED, OWN ROOM, ONE
BLOCK
FROM
LANTZ,
$181/MONTH. CALL KATHY
345-3573.
______________________11/29
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring 96. To share house
close to campus. Own room.
$200 A month and utilities included call ASAP 348-1076
______________________11/30
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Spring
96 only. Oldetown Apts across
from Old Main. Call 345-9325.
_______________________12/1
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring semester. Clean, close
to campus. Rent Negotiable. Call
348-0110.
_______________________12/1
5 BED HOUSE looking for
FEMALE SUBLESSOR for Sp 96.
Non-smoker, own room. 3488941
_______________________12/1
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
Spring 96 to share 3 bedroom
apt., own rooms. Close to campus, pets allowed. Call Kim at
345-7508 or Cindi at 581-3347.
______________________12/11
Find a sublessor for your home or
apartment in the Daily E!
_______________________H/A

AVAIL. JAN. 2 BEDROOM unfurnished apartment. Water/trash
pd. $430 per month, NO PETS
ALLOWED. 947 4th Street, Ph.
348-7746
______________________12/11
SERIOUS STUDIES SECOND
SEMESTER? One room apt. with
Kitchenette & bath. All new Decor
& appliances. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489
______________________12/11
3 BDRM HOUSE FOR SP ‘96.
Hardwood floors. Washer/dryer.
Beautiful!
$630/mo.
Call
Jacqueline 348-8637.
______________________11/30

FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services: 1-800-2636495 ext. F57382
______________________12/11
STRIPPERS AVAILABLE for private functions and parties: Call
Panthers 348-0288
_______________________12/4
ARE YOU THINKING about law
school, but not sure where to
start? Come and have all your
questions answered. Nov. 27th.
4pm Kansas Room. Sponsored
by the Pre-law Club
______________________11/27
EIU ALUMNI will speak-What’s
Law School really like? Monday 4
p.m. Kansas Roon Union.
______________________11/27
VISIT THE ONE AND ONLY
SECRET SANTA HEADQUARTERS AT TOKENS.
_______________________12/8

Travel
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!
Book
Now!
Jamaica/Cancun $359, Bahamas
$299, Florida $129. Sell Trips,
Earn Cash, & Go Free! 1-800234-7007
______________________12/11

Help Wanted
FREE TRAVEL! SPRING BREAK
‘96! Party in Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida, Padre. Lowest
Prices. Organize group travel Free!
Free information 1-800-426-7710
_______________________12/6
EARN $2,500 & FREE TRIPS
SPRING BREAK! Student
Holidays, the nation’s leader in
spring break vacations, seeking
enthusiastic, highly motivated students and organizations to promote and sell our ALL-INCLUSIVE CANCUN TRIPS! CALL
NOW 1-800-360-TRIP!
______________________11/28
BELL RINGERS NEEDED. Full
and Part-time positions. Apply in
person. 300 N. 14th St. Mattoon.
_______________________12/1
IT’S SUNNY AND WARM in
Orlando, Florida! Spend your
Christmas Break at some of
Orlando’s finest resort hotels, as
pool attendants and activity directors. National Recreation
Company has immediate openings for part-time positions. Call
1-800-864-6762
_______________________12/1
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Students needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No exper. Necessary. Guide 919929-4398 ext C1038
______________________12/11

Wanted
WANTED!!!
INDIVIDUALS,
Student Organizations to
Promote SPRING BREAK Earn
MONEY and FREE TRIPS CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com 1-800-3276013
______________________11/27
EXPERIENCED EXPERIMENTAL BASS player (Vocalist) needed for Blues Band giging soon
Call Matt 345-1280
______________________11/27

For Sale
USED CD’S The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s,
cassette’s, concert T-shirts, and
video games. We buy, sell, and
trade. Music Exchange 512 N.
19th st. Mattoon 234-3668
______________________12/11
1990 NISSAN PU, Ext Cab, ATOD, AC, AM FM, 345-6997
______________________11/27
IBM SOFTWARE 50% OFF!
Aldus PAGEMAKER $300 Intel
LANDesk Manager $250. OS/2
2.0 $250. 345-3496
______________________11/28
1964 CORVAIR $600/OBO.
Commodore computer-complete,
$200. printer-$75. Cutty Surk
wooden sailing ship and winerack, $275. 345-3496.
______________________11/28
YAMAHA 450. Excellent condition. Cheap. Must sell. 348-1291leave msg.
_______________________12/1

Lost & Found
LOST SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
book. If found, please call
Katherine at 581-5752.
______________________11/31
LOST:OUTSIDE OF SCIENCE
BLDG. Keys on Red Westmont
keychain. If found please call
345-2777.
______________________11/28
Find it in the classifieds!
_______________________H/A

Tell your
friends happy
birthday in
the Daily
Eastern
News!

NEED SOME
QUICK CA$H
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?

SELL

YOUR

ITEMS IN THE

DAILY
EASTERN
NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS!
THEY

WILL

WORK FOR
YOU!

campus clips
Sociology Club will meet at Blair Hall at 4:45 p.m. for volunteering at
the Craft Depot.
Newman Catholic Center will have a liturgy prep tonight at 8 p.m. at
the Newman Catholic Center. There will also be a night prayer tonight
at 10 p.m. at the Newman Chapel, corner of 9th and Lincoln.
Alpha Phi Omega will have an active meeting at 6 p.m. in the Sullivan
room. It’s election time. There will also be an executive meeting at 5:30.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

MONDAY
P.M. WTWO-2
6:00 Wheel of Fortune
6:30 Inside Edition
7:00 Friends
7:30 News Radio
8:00 Seinfeld
8:30 Caroline...City
9:00 ER
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Jay Leno

NOVEMBER 27
WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
Inside Edition
Murder, She Wrote

News
Wheel of Fortune
Movie: Columbo

SportsCenter
Wknd/Kickoff
Football:
Texas A&M at
Rice

Wings
Wings
Movie:
Knight Rider 2000

Family Matters
NBA Basketball
Bulls at Cavaliers

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Funniest Home...
Funniest Home...

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Unsolved Mysteries Living Single
Crew

Great Bears
of Alaska

Little House on
The Prairie

Movie: Kickboxer
2

Prairie Fire

Movie:Attack

New York

on Fear

Undercover

Movie Magic
Know Zones

Bonanza

Hoop Dreams...

Star Trek: The Next

Lindbergh’s
Great Race

News
Inside Money

America’s Most...
Cops

Next Step
Beyond 2000

Collector Cars
Movie

New York News
48 Hours

Murder One

News
David L. (10:35)

News
Nightline (10:35)

SportsCenter

WWF Wrestling

News

Mystery!

Wings
Wings

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolv. Myst.

Movie: Diggstown

The Daily Eastern News

classified advertising
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ATTENTION READERS: The Daily Eastern News
is running the final exam schedule again in
response to the poor reproduction of the
November 17 , 1995 exam schedule. We
apologize for the inconvenience.
FINAL EXAMINATION INFORMATION

s p a c e

f o r

r e n t
S

T

R

E
your

$$

T

C

Advertise in the Daily Eastern News

H

581-2812

t h i s

Advertise

1. Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of
the first class hour meeting of the week irrespective of
whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity.
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are
scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the multiple-hour block.
3. AM-,T-,W-, or R- prefix indicates whether the first
class day of the week is Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday. For example, M 800 indicates the scheduled time for the final examination in a
class having its first class hour meeting of the week at
800 on Monday, R 1900 is class having its first class
hour meeting of the week at 1900 on Thursday, etc.
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above
schedule as “makeup/arranged” are to be used only
in cases where: A. The first class your meeting of the
week does not conform to one of these schedule patterns; B. the meeting time of the class appears in the
Semester Class Schedule as “ARR”; C. A student
obtains an approved examination change.
5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses
may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term.
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein.
7. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the provisions of #5 and/or #6 above, or by departmental recommendation.
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without prior approval of the instructor in accordance with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of the Department Chair and he Dean of the college in accordance with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. — Frank Hohengarten, Dean, Enrollment Management
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BARGAIN
BASEMENT

ADS
10 Words – 3 Days • $2
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $100

15 Words – 7 Days • $5
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $500

15 Words – 7 Days • $7

Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $1,000

Private Parties only,
items must be priced in ad
and

AD MUST BE PREPAID!
No Refunds or Copy Changes.

BARGAIN
BASEMENT
ADS
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By MATT ERICKSON
Associate sports editor

The Eastern men’s basketball team got its regular season off to a positive
start Saturday at Oral Roberts University in Tulsa, Okla. With a 68-57 victory, the Panthers captured their first ever season-opening win on the road.
Head coach Rick Samuels said Sunday that his squad played the type of
basketball that it needs to play to be able to win games.
“I thought we had a good feel for (Oral Roberts’) personnel and that we
were prepared,” Samuels said. “We played solid defense, we took charges,
we dove on the floor to get after loose balls. And that makes a huge difference, especially on the road.”
Andre Rodriguez played a big part in the Eastern victory, which was in
come-from-behind fashion as Eastern was down for a good share of the
game.
The senior forward, who sat out last season as a medical redshirt, tossed in
20 points and hauled in 10 boards for a double-double.
“He hit some big shots in the second half,” Samuels said. “We were
down by eight points, and he hit a couple of shots back-to-back for us.”
Samuels said that several players were integral parts of the win over the
Division-I independent Golden Eagles. Jason Rossi, Rick Kaye and
Michael Slaughter played important roles in the victory.
Rossi, a 6-foot-6 junior forward who scored just 16 points in 19 games
last season, gave indication of the assets he can provide in the Panther lineup, according to Samuels.
“We got eight valuable minutes from Rossi,” Samuels said. “He really is
the kind of kid that does all the little things for you. He got a couple of
loose balls and he got back and stopped a lot of (Oral Roberts’) penetration.
“And we got some solid play from Slaughter and Kaye played well for
us going 3-for-6 with five assists and seven rebounds.”
Samuels, though, attributed opening-game jitters to the play of both
teams.
“Our first-game jitters came out earlier than theirs did,” Samuels said.
But he said the jitters would likely return Tuesday as Eastern travels to
Champaign to face Illinois.
“We’re excited to play them, but it will depend on how quickly we settle
down.”

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Men’s basketball
12”
TWO
TOPPINGS
&
team wins first game B R E A D S T I X ( 4 ) o n l y. . .

®

SANDWICH SHOP
405 Lincoln Ave.

PLACE

Ohio State still crying 345-2466
after Michigan defeat
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) – The tears flowed as freely as the beer at
an Ohio State campus-area bar where Buckeye fans watched their team
lose to its biggest rival, ruining a chance for an unbeaten season and a
possible national title.
“I’m very disappointed,’’ Kimberly Kobak, 27, of Cleveland, said
Saturday after Ohio State was beaten 31-23 by Michigan.
“Given the season, I thought for sure we had a chance.’’ Kobak
watched the game at the Varsity Club across from the Ohio State campus. About 1,500 people, most of them wearing the Buckeyes’ scarlet
and gray colors, gathered there to watch the game.
But the cheering didn’t last long.
Michigan’s victory sent Northwestern to the Rose Bowl and forced the
Buckeyes to make a date with Tennessee in the Florida Citrus Bowl on
Jan. 1.
Kobak had plans to go to the Rose Bowl. She and a friend, Michael
Ganley, 27, said they have relatives in California who were ready with
tickets.
“This was the year that Ohio State had the chance to win the national
championship and they couldn’t do it,’’ Ganley said.
He added that he felt optimistic about the team’s chances in 1996.
“The freshman class coming in, from what I’ve heard, is excellent. The
recruiting has been excellent,’’ he said. “We’re looking forward to next
year.’’ Following the game, the streets around the campus were quiet and
deserted.

SPIKERS

from page 12

20/20 Club matches. The junior put down 19 kills and had 20 digs
against Valparaiso. And her six block assists was a season high.
Although Eastern couldn’t capture the tournament title, Wells and
sophomore middle hitter Lorri Sommer did make the Mid-Con’s AllTournament team. Sommer followed up a big night against Valparaiso
with another strong performance in the finals. Sommer had 19 kills,
11 digs and seven block assists in the Panthers’ final match.
Sophomore Lindsey Celba collected 10 kills and 13 digs against
Valparaiso and All-Conference setter Harper had 52 assists. But
Ralston said a nagging shoulder injury to Brown rendered her somewhat ineffective.
“We didn’t get much offense from Monica and Amy,” Ralston said.
“Monica’s shoulder was bothering her, and I don’t think anyone else
really knew the pain she was playing through. And Valpo knew what
to do to shut Amy down. They were very effective in shutting her
down.”
Although the season now comes to perhaps a premature close,
Ralston is optimistic about the future of Eastern volleyball.
“It was nice to get to the championship this year,” Ralston said.
“We held our own on any given night, and I’m especially proud of the
way we were able to come back in the third game against Valpo. But
we should be a really strong team next year.”

6

99
... or get two drinks
instead of Breadstix
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Lady Panthers claim season-opening win
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
The road to Charlotte (site of the 1996 NCAA Final
Four) couldn’t have begun any better for the Lady
Panthers, as they knocked off Butler University 64-57
Saturday night at home.
Eastern (1-0) used a 17-10 run in the final 8:40 of play
– behind freshman Shonne Batte’s six points and two key
steals – to pull out of a three-point deficit and upset a
Butler team that finished 21-6 in the Midwest Collegiate
Conference last year.
The win was Eastern’s first season opening win since
1985 when it beat Xavier University 80-60 and, to junior
forward Sarah Probst, it was a thrilling win.
“I was so proud of everyone tonight I almost cried,”
Probst said. “It just seemed like a very good opening for
our team.”
Batte finished the game with a team-high 14 points and
senior guard Kenya Green also scored in double figures
with 10 points.
The Lady Bulldogs (0-1) were led by sophomore forward Sarah Schuetz’s game-high 15 points and freshman
forward Jennifer Marlow chipped in 13 points in the loss.
Despite the loss, Butler head coach June Olkowski was

impressed by Eastern’s style of play.
“Eastern did a great job, especially
down the stretch,” Olkowski said. “They
rebounded very well and set the tone
early in the second half.”
Eastern head coach John Klein was
also pleased with the win and believes
the victory was an important one for his
team.
“We beat a good team and this sends
John Klein a statement to not only our conference,
(Mid-Continent) but also to their conference,” Klein said.
“It was just another good win for the growth of our program and it’s nice to come out on top in a close game.”
It was not always an easy contest for Eastern, as the
Lady Panthers got off to a slow start trailing 15-10 midway through the first half. Eastern climbed back into the
game after Batte drained a three-pointer and then converted on a three-point play that trimmed the lead to one
at 18-17.
With five minutes to go Butler took control, going on a
13-7 run to take a commanding 31-24 halftime lead.
Senior center Missy Beck, who finished the game with
eight points and seven rebounds, believed the inside
game was a little weak in the first half.

Thanks to Giants,
Bears break skid
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) – When Dan Reeves didn’t
give the New York Giants a chance to win, it opened the door for
Erik Kramer to give Chicago an opportunity.
Kramer didn’t flub it and Kevin Butler kicked a 37-yard field goal
with seven seconds to play as the Bears snapped a three-game losing
streak and added to Reeves’ recent woes by beating the Giants 27-24
on Sunday.
The game-winning kick capped an eight-play, 48-yard march that
started after the Giants coach decided to go for a first down on
fourth-and-4 from the Chicago 32. That kept strong-legged Brad
Daluiso on the sidelines rather than trying a 49-yard field goal into
the wind.
After Dave Brown’s pass fell incomplete, Kramer got Chicago (75) into position. He hit Curtis Conway on passes of 14 and 12 yards
and Michael Timpson for 11, the last putting the Bears at the New
York 20 with 12 seconds left. Butler, who earlier missed a 27-yarder,
converted to send the Giants (3-9) to their fourth straight loss.
The setback also assured Reeves of only his third losing season in
15 years as an NFL head coach. It came just a week after he said he
didn’t want to return after his contract runs out in 1997 unless there
are changes in the organization.
Kramer finished 25 of 38 for 268 yards, including a TD throw to
Timpson, who also ran 6 yards for a score.

PLAYOFFS

“The inside game was a little stagnant in the first half
because Probst was the only one that scored inside
points,” Beck said. “That all changed in the second half
because we dominated the inside game and had opportunities to score.”
In the second half, Eastern came out controlling the
tempo – outscoring Butler in the first 13 minutes of the
half – to take its first lead since the opening minutes at
50-49.
Butler attempted a rally in the final two minutes, but
clutch free throw shooting by Eastern preserved the win.
According to Klein, defense was the key.
“We broke down their offense in the second half and
were able to get into our fast break offense,” Klein said.
“Overall, I thought the team responded well.”
Despite the win, there is still room for improvement
according to Batte and Probst – especially after shooting
10-25 from the charity stripe and turning the ball over 25
times.
“Free throws definitely have to be worked on,” Batte
said. “If it would have been a close game and we would
have lost, it would have been because of free throws.”
“We also have to take care of the ball better because
we had a lot of turnovers tonight, and our goal is always
under 15,” Probst said.

Couples cashes in on Skins win
PALM DESERT, Calif. (AP) – Fred Couples,
missing putts and hitting last off the tee all day,
finally ended the longest Skins Game and his personal string of second-place finishes.
Couples, the runner-up in three previous appearances, didn’t win a single hole in the 1995 Skins
Game until rolling in a 10-foot birdie putt on the
fifth playoff hole Sunday.
That putt gave him $270,000 – the richest hole in
the 13-year history of the event – and the tourna-

PASSING

from page 12

quarterback and they deserved to
win,” Dorsey said. “They executed when they needed to. To be
honest, it’s not what they did, it’s
what we didn’t do.
“It looked like sometimes that
there were big holes in the secondary and for a lot of that, I
take the blame and that’s my
fault. They saw that open man
and they got to him and I give
them a lot of credit.”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
had only praises about Lumbe-

rjack head coach John Pearce
and how Ritchey was able to
throw through the Panther
defense.
“They just did a super job out
there of throwing the football,”
Spoo said. “That’s an exhibition
that I haven’t seen in a long time.
“Their protection was just outstanding (and) they took advantage of the thing that we really
haven’t done all year.”
Spoo added that although his
squad did make the game inter-

from page 12

ond touchdown with two seconds to go
in the first half, Eastern faked the extra
point and Mauch ran the ball in for a
two-point conversion and cut the lead
to 17-15.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo, who
was named the Gateway Conference’s
coach of the year last week, said his
team kept up the same aggressive
nature it has carried all season.
“We just kept scratching and clawing our way,” Spoo said after the
game. “We’ve been doing that all year.
They (Lumberjacks) just did a super
job throwing the football. The protection was really outstanding.
“I’m sorry it (season) has to end like
this. I thought our team did some good
things. We came out with a lot of emotion, but they made some big plays.”
Perhaps the biggest play came on
Eastern’s opening drive of the second
half, with the Panthers trailing 17-15.
High broke up the middle of the field
and scampered down the right sideline
for 55 yards before Lumberjack
defender Jason Speights caught him 20
yards short of the end zone. Speights
stripped High of the football and
Stephen F. Austin recovered at the 14
yard line.
“It was a good play on their part,”
High said.
Eastern’s George Wilson intercepted
Ritchey on the next play, but the

Panthers could not score. Two touchdown passes from Ritchey to Ricks put
Stephen F. Austin ahead 31-15, and the
Lumberjacks added a Brian Minton
field goal early in the fourth quarter to
push their lead to 34-15.
But the Panthers didn’t quit.
A 13-play Panther drive ended with
Mauch hitting Charlie Roche on a 10yard touchdown pass. On their next
possession, the Panthers went 74 yards
in just over a minute – ending with a
25-yard touchdown pass from Mauch
to Tom Hess.
Eastern was within 34-29 and had
the momentum.
After forcing the Lumberjacks to
punt, the Panthers got the ball back
with 2:29 remaining. On the second
play of the drive, Mauch’s pass to fullback Chris Hicks (13 carries, 93
yards), who had an open field on the
right sideline, was just inches too far.
Four plays later, Mauch was pressured
by the Lumberjack defense and threw
the interception to end Eastern’s
chances.
Mauch completed 14 of 32 passes
for 166 yards, with Justin Lynch (five
catches, 61 yards), Hicks (four catches, 34 yards) and Hess (three catches,
56 yards) the main receivers.
“It’s tough to come back that far,
and have a chance to win it but not do
it,” Mauch said.
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Montana
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ment title.
“The turnaround was worth the wait,” Couples
said. “When bad things happen, you can’t get down
on yourself. You know that in the Skins Game, a
putt or two will win for you.
“It’s not like a regular tournament; you don’t
have to hit the ball great for 18 holes.” Corey Pavin,
who won $150,000 Saturday and $90,000 with a
12-foot birdie putt at No. 11 Sunday, lost his chance
at a total payday of more than a half-million dollars.

esting toward the end, he would
have rather seen some of his
players come through on plays
that would have made an impact
on the game’s outcome.
“I thought our team did some
good things out there, but maybe
with a little bit more maturity,
some of the younger people will
understand that when you get
down to the tough situations,
you’ve got to respond and
you’ve got to be able to finish,”
Spoo said.
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Lumberjacks chop down Panthers
Eastern drops
first-round
playoff game
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Senior sports reporter
N A C O G D O C H E S , Te x a s – T h e y
never stopped fighting.
The Panther football team played
catch up football, and trailed by as
many as 19 points in the fourth quarter
o f i t s f i r s t - r o u n d p l a y o ff g a m e a t
S t e p h e n F. A u s t i n ’s H o m e r B r y c e
Stadium on Saturday.
Eastern (10-2) rallied back and had a
c h a n c e t o p u l l o u t t h e v i c t o r y, b u t
Panther quarterback Pete Mauch was
intercepted at midfield with less than a
minute to play, and the Lumberjacks
(10-1) secured a 34-29 victory in the
o p e n i n g r o u n d p l a y o ff g a m e i n
Nacogdoches, Texas.
A g a i n s t S t e p h e n F. A u s t i n , t h e

Panthers were successful in doing what
they do best – running the football.
Eastern gained 318 yards on the ground,
with senior tailback Willie High leading
the way with 182 yards and two touchdowns on 25 carries.
Eastern had more first downs (29 to
17), more offensive plays (88 to 59) and
controlled the game clock for 12 minutes more than the Lumberjacks. But
Stephen F. Austin used a quick-striking
passing attack to break apart Eastern’s
defense.
Senior quarterback James Ritchey
completed 16 of 25 passes for 390
yards. He had touchdown passes of 56
and 23 yards to Mikhael Ricks. Wide
receivers Chris Jefferson (four catches,
151 yards) and Kevin Goodwin (four
catches, 1205 yards) also benefited from
Stephen F. Austin’s air assault.
Eastern was able to turn back the
Lumberjack rushing game. Stephen F.
Austin entered the contest averaging
over 212 yards per game on the ground,
but was held to 101 by the Panthers.
The Lumberjacks gained just four rushing yards in the second half.
Eastern also showed its flare for the
unexpected. After High scored his secSee PLAYOFFS page 11

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo editor
Eastern safety Chris Brown (right) stops Stephen F. Austin’s Mikhael Ricks during Saturday’s
34-29 first-round playoff loss to the Lumberjacks at Homer Bryce Stadium in Nacagdoches,
Texas. The playoff appearance was the first for the Panthers since the 1989 season.

Stephen F. Austin Spikers lose Mid-Con
passing game keys championship to Valpo
Eastern’s 34-29 loss
By MATT ERICKSON
Associate sports editor

By DAN FIELDS
Sports editor
N A C O G D O C H E S , Te x a s –
Down 34-15 with 10:49 remaining in the final quarter, it seemed
as if the Eastern football team
would be crushed by the
L u m b e r j a c k s f r o m S t e p h e n F.
Austin.
But the Panthers didn’t want to
make an early exit from the
NCAA I-AA playoffs without a
fight.
Clawing back to just a 34-29
deficit and getting the ball with
2:29 left in the game, the Panthers’ comeback hopes were
dashed when quarterback Pete
Mauch tossed an interception to
the Lumberjacks’ Pat House.
Although the Panthers did
make a valiant effort in coming
back, the main reason Eastern
found itself in a hole was because

of the Lumberjacks’ sizzling
passing game.
Stephen F. Austin quarterback
James Ritchey found the Panthers’ weakness by throwing for
390 yards, along with two touchdown passes.
On both of his touchdown tosses, Ritchey connected with Mikhael Ricks on completions of 56
and 23 yards. But Ritchey’s two
favorite targets were Chris Jefferson and Kevin Goodwin, as each
benefited from Ritchey’s stellar
arm by collecting 157 and 105
receiving yards on the day.
“I’m supposed to make the big
plays,” Ritchey said. “The receivers made the big catches (and)
we did what we had to do.”
Senior safety James Dorsey
realized how the Lumberjacks
accumulated most of their scoring, and accepted the blame for it.
“They have a very accurate
See PASSING page 11

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio – The Eastern volleyball team knew its Thanksgiving break
would not begin as soon as other students. It
had more important tasks to accomplish before
it could enjoy some turkey and gravy.
But the tasks at hand were anything but
gravy work for the Panthers.
Chore No. 1 was to claim revenge at the
hands of the Youngstown State University
Penguins – which came into Lantz Gym last
season and eliminated the Panthers on their
home court in the semifinals of the MidContinent Conference Tournament.
This year would be Eastern’s turn to waltz
onto Youngstown’s home court and grab a win.
Eastern defeated the host Penguins in five
games to advance to the tournament championship against Valparaiso, who had beaten Troy
State in the other semifinal match.
Eastern knocked off the Penguins in heartstopping fashion, 12-15, 15-9, 15-10, 13-15,
17-15. For the Panthers, outside hitter Vanessa
Wells turned in a performance to make head
coach Betty Ralston “proud.”
“Vanessa was the one who wanted the ball,”
Ralston said. “I’m so proud of the way she
played for us. She wanted the ball on those last
two kills that put the match away – and we all
knew she could do it.”

Wells hit .300 against
Youngstown and collected her
second 20-kill/20-dig performance of the season with 24
kills and 21 digs.
But Wells’ offense was not
the only spark Eastern had:
Lorri Sommer had 19 kills and
seven block assists; Amy
Vanessa Wells Poynton added 14 kills and 11
digs; and Monica Brown
notched 11 kills, 14 digs and three blocks. Kara
Harper was the catalyst for much of the offense
as she recorded 61 assists and a season-high 19
digs.
But in the championship match against
Valparaiso, Eastern struggled. And the previous
night’s results were not repeated as Valparaiso
took home the Mid-Con’s conference crown for
the second consecutive year.
The Crusaders shut down the Panthers’
offensive attack and beat Eastern in four games,
11-15, 5-15, 15-12, 10-15. Ralston said that
Valparaiso was a worthy champion.
“They (Crusaders) came in really up for the
match,” Ralston said. “I didn’t like the blocking
schemes we used in game one, and they capitalized on that. They were pretty much able to do
what they wanted.”
Wells was again the leader of the offense,
coming just one kill short of back-to-back
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Wrestlers pleasing coach after first two meets
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
With two opens under their belts, the men’s wrestling
team is living up to coach Ralph McCausland’s expectations.
“I thought our guys did well,” McCausland said.
“Our losses were against stiff competition.” The first
three meets are all individual competitions, with no
team awards given out.
They opened the season at the St. Louis Open, where
both Dave Pena (118 lb. weight class) and Curtis Owen
(167 lb. weight class) finished with 3-2 records. Eric
Murray (150 lb. weight class) was 2-2, while a handful

of others were 1-2.
“It was our first competition and our guys were
ready,” McCausland said. “It’s a matter of overcoming
match situations.”
McCausland said they can under train or overtrain,
but the only way of finding out what condition the
wrestlers are in is to go to the first meet and evaluate
them.
This past weekend they participated in the Northern
Open where the team fared much better.
Matt Hughes emerged as the champion in the 158 lb.
weight class. En route to the championship, Hughes
defeated the returning national champion in the quarterfinals, and also beat Jason Craft from Nebraska, who is

ranked fourth in the nation.
Pena and Owen once again performed well and compiled records of 2-2 in their weight classes. Even though
this was only the team’s second meet, not all of the
wrestlers competed.
“We left some home because they were banged up
and it wasn’t worth pushing it,” McCausland said.
McCausland hopes the team will pick up some experience from both meets, because they faced 10 of the
top 20 teams in the nation.
“We need to be a little more focused, along with
physically and mentally being there,” McCausland said.
“We have to work on an individual basis and on our
technique.”

